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The Battlefield information ilpfstesm Technical Area of the Army Rb-

isearch Institute (AR!) is concerned with t]ie demands of increasingly
.' .. 'complex battlefield systems that are used to acgoire, transmit, process, _

disseminate, and utilize information. This increased, complexity places.
. ,'greater demands upon .the operator inieracting'with the machine syitem.

Research in this area is focused on human performance. problems related
ibinteractions within command and control Centers as well as on issues.
of systems development, Such research concerned with software 'level-

t
opment, topographic 'products 'and Isroced res, tactcail', symbology, user-
oriented

.

systems, information managemen , staff operations and procedurbs,
decision support, and sensor systerii--4O.tegration and utilization.

,

.

. .

. .-.

'An issue of special concern within the area of user-otiented.systemsi
its the improvement of manual data input procedures, especially in tfie
Tadtical Operations System (TOS). The main source ofInformation for
tactical data systems is manual data entry- -a sloW, error-prone process..
The-capability of tactical data systems such as TOS to .support commaid .

staff actions with accurate, complete, and timely information is depen-
dent on'the prformance of the person who must manually enter-information
into the system. PreviousARIresearch on dita entry has resulted in .

simplified message formats, improved reference Codes.,Codes., and aids foron-
7) line preparation and verificatiOn Of.message entries. Although progress

has been made, data-entry remains a major system bottleneck*: The research
reported here compared alternative inputting methods with four levels of;
system aiding and prompting and hasproduced specific design recomdenda-;

. tions for improving the speed of data entry and error rates.
.

Research in user -Ori red gyitems is conducted as an..in-house of --
., fort augmented through contracts. Thig report:resulted fix:Iran in -hOuse

research effort responsive to requirements of'Army-Project...,2Q70743A774
aad to special requirements of the U.S. Army,Combined Arms "combat De4e1-.
Pltme,nt Activity, Fort Leavenworth,-Kans. ;Special requirementgare Ctin7.
.,tainedJin Human Resource Need 76 -162 (77-295), "Processor Aided Retrielil

.

aod Storage."
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Four methods wore examined for speed and accuracy in inputting
'tactical4messagei concerning enemy activity 'into an Army computer for
mat. The methods were (a) typing--the user types the appropriate cod
into a messalige format; (b) typing with an error corrector--the computer

tocorrectcommcm-spel-ling--andlor-
fC)menus--the user indicates which of the legal entries is desired f om
a list; add'(d).typing with autocompletion and !eh English option-the
-ugor must type only 'sufficient characters to uniquely identify the it
using either the-appropriate code or its English definition. .

Thirty-two enlisted persons representative of the class of mili ry
personnel who might serve as input deyice dperitors input-one of four sets
of nine messages using each inputting method.

The use of menus was tAt, most accurate inputting method. For us rs
-bof limited' experience (1 day of inputting), there were no differences in
speed emong the inputting methods.

,Consideration should be given, to the adoption of menus in tactic
operatibn systems with a menu override option for experienced users.
The use of an error corrector, autOcodpletion, or.an Englistredgtion
is probably not warranted unless operational rise shows.a specific nee
for such an aid.

01.
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: A CCHPARATTVE APIANSIE OF METHODS FOR TACTICAL DATA INPUTTING'
.

... , /
Il ..., * , -

ERIEF

eRequisemeitt:-

Neaely'all information in tactital operations systems is input
manually. Two problems.that arise when manually inputting data are
(a) the introductionof errors in translating information into computer
format and'(b) the introduction of a-botIleneck in total system response
time. Therefore, alternative methods of Inputting data for accuracy and
speed should be evaluated.

.kr

Procedure:

Fqpr methods were e3camined forspeed accuracy when inputting tacti-
cal concerning enemy activity into an Army computer format.
The methods were.(a), typing--the user types the appropriate codes into

. a message format0b) typing with an error corrector- -the computer auto-
matically attempts to correct common spelling-andiqr typing errors; (c)

-menus-.-the user'indicateS which of the legal entries, is desired from a
list; and (d) typing witR autocompletion and an English option--the
user must type only suffi6ient characters to uniquely identify the
item, using either the appropriate code orits EnglisAfdefinition.

Thirty -two enlisted persons, representativel.ofthe class of mill.-
tary personnel might serve as in_Ruedevice operators, ,input one of
four sets of messagei.using each inputting met.E44.

/.

Findings:

The use of menus was the most accurate inputting method. For users
t oaf, limited experience (I 'day. of inputting) , there were 'no differences-in

speed amo g.the inputting methods. ,

-

Utilizatio of Findings:

Consideration should be given to the adoption of'menus in kcticai
operation systems with a menu override option for expeiienced users.
Thebse of an error correc r, antocompletion, Ox'an English option is
p ly not warranted ss operational uie.shbtesa specific need-for

h an aid.

.
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A CONPANATIV; ANALYSIS or NITNODS rolt
TACTICAL DATA INPUTTING

INTRODUCTION

Diepite the long-term possibility of direct-sensor to computer-
data transfer, the main source of information for tactical operations
systems is manual, data inputting. Two problems arise when dataare en-
tered into CM-system manually:N (a) the introduction of errors in trans-
lating information into computer format and tb) the introduction' of a
bottleneck in total system response time.

The O.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences (A21) has been engaged in research to isprovie,performance of

. data inputting at the man-machine interface (see Aldermen (1976) for
a discussion of previous research). Earlier research sought to im-
prove human performance by indi4idualirod training techniques '(Dade,
Fields, s BEderman, 1976), by compute prompting and instr uction (Strub,
1975), and by'using on-line inputting with veri,cation4Strub, 1971).

earlier research, however, did not focus on actual inputting
procedures. lean": how the method of inputting affects speed and
accuracy, four d t methods for entering intelligence date into
a Tactical Operating.Systee-i=4D format were examined. The fastest
method could be used to alleviate the at the man - machine
interface. The problem of introduction of-error hastwo parts:.\(a)
the operator must form a correct concept of the information (from\read-
ing a message, hearing a telephone message, viewing a radar scope;\etc.)
and (b) the operator must inpdt properly foimatted information

b
on

a correct concept. In other words, an error could arise if the a-
tor' misunderstood the information or incorrectly input the informati.
Although it is difficult to separate the two sources of errol, the
method of inputting affects inputting errors rather than concept forma+
Lion errors.

--, The first of the four methods chosen for testing was typing.in 4

which the user types the appropriate codes into a image formal( TypAs
___-_, ing_As.a nosalibn method of inputting and ;ANllied JAILItat veraions,or. 'the

ammgAs developing Tactical Operations Syhteh and pre ions API mil ch.

The second inputting method was also typing, except that a ter
automatically attempted to correct common spelling and typing errors.
The computer should be able to make corrections faster than the human
user and thus speed up the rate of inputting. .

A third inputting method used menus, in which the user indicates
s 'which of the legal entries listed is desired. A track ball moving a

cursor was used to indicate the entry. This method is a common alter-
native to'typing;,it requires less training and the user cannot"ake,

.

1
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spelling errors. Aleo, because the use of menus places a smaller cog-
nitive load on the user (requieing recognition meMory rather than recall
memory),4 there is also the possibility that fewer errors will occur.

IV

V

The fourth melhod of inputting was aimed especially at spOidihg up
the rate of inputting. This method, which used typing as its base, re-
quired that the use type only eneugh characters to ideltify a me mbef.
of the table of legal entriwa for that item of the format. Th, computer
would fill in the rout of the entry, thus saving typing time. Because
research has shown that typing English to faster than typing codes, the
userof this method was allowed to use either the code or its Cnglish
definition. In either case, the participant was to use only the mini-
mum number of characters nsedeato identify the coda or definition.

The different operating characteristics of the four methods pro-
vide a basis for predicting relative inputting performance. Thus, com-
pared with normal typing, typing with an error corrector should result
in fewer errors as well as a time savings. Similarly, the use of menus
should result in fewer errors and possibly a time savings. Howiver, the
fastest and most accurate inputtingsethod should behtocompletion.

ce.nctrvz

The purpose of this research was to *valuate alternative methods of,
inputting enemy situation data for speed, accuracy, and ease of use.

METHOD

Subjects

Thirty-two enlisted men and women were randomly assigned to four
P groups for the experiment. Participants possessed a GT score of 105 or

above, vision correctable to 20/20, and were representative of thatclass
of military personnel who might be trained to serve as input device oper-
ators. Although 26 of the 32 participants claimed some typing skill, and
several had had 101ted exposure to computers, none had used the inputting
techniques beingeevaluated,in the experiment.

1 ,

'References U3 this phenomenon arc common. For examples, see Loftus
Loftus, 1976, pp. 56-91, or Baddeley, 176, pp.,285-286..

2 1U
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Usk

The participants acted as into/lig-jowl *tett members entering in-
formation about the enemy into a computerised data balm'. They received

.from text missegai-doecribing enemy m-CTIonm. An example appears In
rigUre le Moir job was to extract the necessary information and enter
the appropriate codes into 4, variitt4on of the Enemy Situation Data Add
(t5DA) format of the TO system (see riqure I

ESWA12.411L!1API!111n.

The experiment wilo ConduCiod in.40 area contaihing a tatilso and Chair
for the participant. Two cathode ray tubattatT) displays sat on the
table, one showing the format into which the participant would enter
data and the other containing; the menus for the menu-selection inputting
method. A ,track ball for the-

I
menu-soLection method twos piace4'tn front

of that CRT. A keyboar# was placed in front of the format CRT. A dic-
tionary was available that contained the valid codes and their English
definitlons,crows-indexed to the items in the. format. An intercom was
provided for calling the experimenter.

Inputting /set

_roux different inputting petnoda were investigated in this experi-
ment. Each method used automatic tabbing; that is, after thp completion
of an entry, the computer automatically moved the' cursor to put next en-
try it it the format. The computer did not accept invalid)codos2 for
an entry and ,gave the user an error message to that effeci.

Z. Typing.. In )111. method, themissage formiit appeared oa the
screen w4h the cursor placed at.the first item. The users then filled
in the apimuopriate codes (including blanks) for each item, referring to
the dictionary of *slid codei and their definitions as needed. The com-
puter repocted any inpuyethat was not a legal entry and would-not allow
the user to continue until a valid code was entered. Participants could
backspace and type over their answers; -The cursor automatically moved
to the next item the message format when a valid entry had been typa4.

t

2 I
An invalid code is one that does'.not appear in the valid code list for
an entry.- The ,terms "valid" and "19641"Aureased interchangeably. A
valid code may be incorrect if it appears in the valid code list but does
not correctly describe the information in.the free text.messagt.

, 7
4
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It. .Typing with Error Correction. This method ints 'the same as-

Method I except that an aid .had been added--a typing error corrector.
When the user typed' an invalids entry, the system assumed that a typing*
error itad been made and attempted to correct the error. The typing
error corrector' dealt with four kinds of errors: traniposition of two

- adlacent letters, insertion of an extra letter, deletion of one letter,
or suhstitUiion of one incorrect letter.- When the typed item' was an

- invalid entry, the 'typing corrector tried, to forma hypothesis of..whak
the entry should be..For each of the four kinds of eirdrs, -the typing

. corrector foxifid lisi of All the members of the valid list that were
edther the saie length as the invalid entry, one character shOiter, or
one character longer, depending qn whiCh of ige four types of typing = .

errors was beit4 tested. Then it went through One of four processes:

. ,

1. The typing corrector scanned the target- word and the entry from
the left foi mismatches. At- the first mismatclx, it transposed?' the mis-,
matched fetter in the entry 'with the letter to/ the right: If the new
JDzf matched the :.target word, the target' word yas the hypothesigs. If

there was no match, the typing corrector went fori to the next target word.
e -a

2 The typing corrector scanned the 'target' word and the entry frsxa
the left for mismAchom*. 'It deleted the mismatched letter in the entry,
and_ checked- for a match. If there was no matdh, the typing coA-ector
went on to the next target word.

..,,

3. The typing corrector scanned ,from the .leit for Aasmeitches and ;
deleted the mismatched, letter from the target word and dhedked for a
match. If there was no match, it went on, td the next target word. .,,.

e
s

%... ,

4; The typiPg"corkector- scanned from .the -left foie mismatches:I_ At
the first mismatch, it skipped ,.the mismatched letters in both wprds;and
dheoked the rest .,for a. match. :If there was no match, the' typirig dorrecl

_ . .

tor went '-on to the next target word: ;

, .
',.. . ...-

"The, first hypothesIS -formed when the typing' corrector -found a match-
. printed out on the scree': with an error message: If it was. the. entry

the user -actually wanted, the. user hit a -key to signal acceptance; Other-
wise the user could hit a key to signal a retyping of the eritrx-If ,the

.

typing corrector' tbuld not for6 a hypothesiS," _-an error. messageappeaigi .
on the screen and the,userh0_ to ,retype the entry. P

, .

- ,i".).

III. Menus. In this input, method, typing was 'used for entering ad

22`) three types of items- in the message format: map cobrdinates, dates, ,andA '

cardinal numbers. All other data -had to 'be entered ,by selecting the ap-
propriate item from an- alphabetically or logically ordered,menu; data .

could not be typed in. The meisage format appeared on the right CRT with
a 'cursor at the first item. The menu 'of legal entries for the first item
appeared On the left CRT in their uncoded form (i.e., English defiziitions
from the dictionary) . If a blank was a valid entry, it was included in
the menu. -When an item was chosen, its code- was filled into the message

7
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format'by the compater.and the cursor moved,to.the next item. If an item

had to be typed rather than chosen. froM-a menu. (e.g., map coordinate
string); instructions to type the item would be,displayed where the menu
would normally appear.,. In these cases, invalid entries te-.g.i insuffi-
cient characters, in the'coordinate string)( were rejected and the next
item could not be' entered until a valid entry bad been typed. in, as in
Method I.

IV. Typing with Autocompletion and English Option. This method
was the same as method.I, but_ two additions: First, the partici-
pant.could enter the English efinitionfrom the dictibnary.in place of
the code, as-desired. Seco , when the participant felt that enough
Characters had been typed identify a member of 'the valid- entry. list
(either code' or Engligh),!he woad push the send button, causing the
autocompletion program to take over. If indeed the program could match-
the characters' witlA the beginning of one/ and .onlyone, member o the

valid entry it would automatically finish the entry for parti.;

cipant and move the cursor 'to- the next' entry. If a unique mate could
not be.ma4e:, the program asked _Dar more characters. The partiCipant
could invoke the autocompletion prOgram at any time. and as of* as
wished until a unique match was.made.

. -

Dependent Varia 'bles
- .

The priMary dependeht variables were format completion:time'and
'accuraCY ilyterMs of .number of errors per-forMat. Typing errors as well
as errors ,:of interpretatiOn and-errOfs!opecific to a particular inputting

',method were included in evaluating theAumber.oE errors per format.
.

Other data collectedincluded thenUiftber-cf times the typing correc-
tor was used,'the'number of tithes, theypiii4 corrector correctly identi-
fied,-:the target code, the number of times autocompletion Vas used, the
nuM6er-of,times English-definitions were used in place of codes, the

,,,,nuMber of times the-participant'corrected:an'entry by backspacing and
typing over before entexing the item, and the. participant's Stated'

- :preferences among-the input methods .-' ' All thejoarticipants' entries
'.and tWentry times were recorded as. well

. .

PROCEDURE

v

Thirty saxfee text messages describing 'enemy actions were divided
_ into'&oltar stts of nine messages with each message set (M) balanced for

)per, ty s of.6ubjects, sources, restrictions, unit identifications, and
di fiegiity during the pilot testing: For each message set, the first

message was always a practice message, and the other eight messages
made uRthe experimental set.' In addition to these' 36 messages, 2 other
messages-were initially presented-as practice messages.

7



_RESULTS

Analysis of variance summary tables and means for th
Variables in this experiment can be toUnd in the appendii.
findings are given here

I Accuracy

Accuracy of an inputting method may be considered ft
gives: (a) mean errors per message and (b) the number of
who had the fewest errors...using a particular method, For
.the rank order of inputting methods was the same (see TAU

ea'

11.

dependent.
Only major

Table 2

Accuracy Ranking Inputting Methods

two perspec7
cipants

th measures,
-2)..

Method'
Inman number of

-1 errors per message

Participan$s who made
the fewest4errors
using thisimethod

Menus -.2.64
. 17

Typing with error
corrector 3.36 8'.5a

Typing 3.77 3.58. -

Typing with
autocompletion 4.30 , 3

a
Includes one tie between typing and typing with error corrector.

An analysis of variance of the mean error to indicates that the-
ftifferences among the inputting methods are signif ant (F = 13.98,
df 3,84/10 < .001). There were no statistically s` nificant residual
interactions between inputting methods and message set, essions, or .groups. The analysis of variance table (Tab* A-1) and a on 0
of other significant findings is provided in Lthe appendix.

.
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The mean time per message using each of/ the four inputting Methods
and number of participants who had their fastest scores sing' a .grven' -.,.

.
inputting method are shown in Tablip 3. - ,

I.

A

Table. 3

Time Ranking of Input g Methd47

Mean time per
-Number .of participants whO
averaged the fastest time

thod. message Tin'sedd

Typ;ng)with
autocoMpletion 413.4 13

Typing wi error
correc r 397.01

Typing 396.05 7

Menus 396.52

Although scoring by number of participants (who averaged their best
times over the eight messages using a given inputting method) is consis-
tent heith the original. predidtions (see the discUssion of inputting method0
in the Introduction), the mean time ranking is almost the'exact-rev'erse.
An analysis of variance.performed on both.the raw time scores and the
ldgs of the time scores (used because of skew in ;thee time scores) showed
that the differences among inputting methods in mean times were statis-
tically insignificant. (The analysis of variance summary tables can be
found in Tables A-? and A-3' of the appendix.) The most significant factor

pcin the analysis of variance of the time data was Sessions. The more c-
tice' a participant had, the shorter the inputting time became (p < .001 .
This can be seen ilthe mean times across 'all inputting methods for each
session, shown in Table 4.

10
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'rable.4

Time Data for Sessions

Session .

.
Mean time' (in seconds)

'2

3

531.11

387.12

360.21

324.27

f' Preferences

tAs'the participants were debriefed, they were AtakiWahout
'4
efe

V*"pirences among inputting methods. It was hypothesized that'peopIe
would prefer a method with which they had performed well- either in
'making the fewest errors or in averaging the fastest time. The prefer-3.
ence results can be seen in Tales 5 and.6. coefficient of agreement

LW and an apprIoximation.of the standard error WO were determined for
each table.' (See Cohen, 1960, for a discussion-of K.) Contrary to ex-
seataions, there is chance agreement or, at 'best; a'slAght negative
agmbemeAt between preference and best performance. -For fewest errors,
K = -.108 and ox = .149. For fastest time, K = -.128 and ax .057.

use of Computer Aids

.

Backspacing. Whenever a-participant was typing an entry,, :the back-
spacing option was available. This option allowed the subject to back up
and, type over an answer to change it. The use of the backspace option
allowed -the participant to catch and correct mistakes amore the computer

3
K, the coefficient of agreement, is a measure of the agreement between I

two variables measured,by nominal scales (in this case, best performance
and preference). ?Likdthe Pearson ppduct-moment correlation coefficient,
r,ix can take onlvalues only between 1 and +1. A score of +1 would
indicate tota17reement between performance an preference, and a same
of -I would indi ate tht users never preferred the inputting method they
did begit on.' A Iscore of 0 would Indicate no predictive linear relation-

r.-

"ip between prelie4ence and performance.

.

11
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Table 5

Agreement Table Between Preferences and
Fewest Errors, by Inputting Method

Preference
Fewest errors Typing Error corrector Menus Autocompletion Total.

Typing. 0 0 2 0 2 # .

er Error
corrector

3

Menus

Total.

2 0 5 1 8

1 3 10' 3. :

letion 1 0 ' 1' - 0 2
. . _

4 1 18 4 29
a

.,

a
Three stbjects did not express preferences.

Table 6

Agreement 'fable Between Preferences and
Best Time, by Inputting Method

Preference
Best time Typing' Error corrector Menus Autocompletion Total

typing 0 0 5 0

Error
corrector 1 1

Menus- 0 2

Autocompletion 3 0

'"Dotal 4

a
Three subjects did not

3

5

0' 1

S 1

-18 4

..5

9

-12

29
a

.r

ress preferences.
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-
wo4ld catch them. .This.Optigp was.frecfUenXly used by. the. participant,
asjshown in Table'7. The;baaspacingroption.cduld be' used with tkree
reoults::.(a) a corredt entry, (b) ritlid (correctly spelled) entry

'., thtt eras not the.correct entry for the message, or (c) an invalid entry.
,

-

Error; Correctors Table 8 shOws theiuseof the errOr.corrector..
-..The'error corrector coul4 change an. invalid entry toa valid and cor-

.

ieCtentri, and could change an invalid entry to a valid'and correct-
entry but the partCipant could reject that correct answer. In about
a third of the cases the error corrector could.not arrive at a valid
-entry.

Autocompletion. with English Option. Table 9 shows the use midof
the autocompletion option and the English option. There were `six forms
these options could take. The subject could use the full English defini-
tion, and that definition could be either correct or incorrect. The . -

subject could use autocompletion on either the code or the English defi-
nition and these autocompleted entries could be either correct or
incorrect.

Menus

DISCUSSION
. , .

WI.M.IIMM
-

Menus appear to be more rror-free than the.oeler.inputting methods-,`
.

examined (see Table 2). Indeed, there is a 40% decrease in error with
mernisT-Zran-the-woryst-tase-,--typing-with_autoccaopletion; Menus are pcpu-
.lar; 18 out of 29 partibipants expressed a 'preference for them.. Finilly,
menus do not have higher mean times than the other inputting methods.
Therefore it would seem reasontble:to suggest .that the use of menus be
seriods*considered for adoption for use in tactical data

This study considered menusSeiNgCtion with a _track ball.11weVer)
the track ball method of menu selection does not seemto be a good method
of inputting. It. is slow and umbersome to use. There are'several other
methods of a menu selection (e.g. lightpep, touch-sensitive 'panels, a
typed index coder letter) that sho d be considered. Each method has ar

advantages and disadvantages; the resul of this research do not suggest
which one would be the best for the tactical data inputting task.

'None-of the menus in, t research' was particularly long. Most fit
on one screen (i.e.; they re legs thaw 40 'tems long). The longer
menus (e.g., "subject"). wer divided i o s tions (e.g., "personnel,"
"vehicle,".etc.).. The first creen sh to the participant was a /ist
of Sections from which the s ject could sel t,a screen-s&zed menu.
Even'with the refati4ely fast speed of th- 1-rimental displays and
the relatively short length ofthe menus, par ipants.still hid to
wait for a-menu to be' printe4%oui so that they,could: respond. With
slower.equipment,, longer menusc%or, more experience&users,' delays due

1.
13
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fable 7

.
ale 'Of BacksPacing e.

I . a

l
5

,.Jusbei of tikes
backspacing is Average

I! Used 'to per

etry subject

itein; with
eurror corrector

"11/Pinq with
aitoccopletion

Total

!Amber of times limber of , .4

backsPacing
used to. c9rrect
spelling of in
'incorrect entry

..iirraile *wing .was
Per Used on' in-'

subject valid entry sob
I

14.

204 6.38

259 8.09 12

105 3.28 5

165. 5;16

733 22.91 51

156

60, 1.87

4.0 1.25

.

.53

.594 45 '1.41

1.59 162 5:06
1

(
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e
tm isither.pecjing through 'a papa or Waiting until the menu the printed
4aatcoubl be a Serious defect. Therefore, eithlr.a.memoaerride op-
ilOWAlibanid be glade for'experienced.umema, or careful eon
mideration'thnuld.be given to the_desi of an operational meowsystep
talkie; thsespoints igto adboommit: a poorry designed soma
pystsi could negate tho benefits found in this researdb.

tiaseData

The time data f
never reached a pla
formincm. If =kW* p
among the inputting

this experiment suggest tha,the participants
where practice -effects no longer alfacted per-
teas had toempached: perhaps time dif

Weald have emerged.

Obeid antocompletion, for, example, have bdien fame= if the =bleats
had had more experience? it is impossible to say. Antopmeplelataiwes
-the fastest inputting method for 40% of the participants, or 13 people:

, An a priori estimate assuming no differences amonginputtingamthods
meld lead us to expect each inputting method to be'fastest-for 25% of
the. participants. The mean time of thOse 13 people, 308.23 seconds, bow-

I WOO taste r than any other group, and their use of the antocomple-
on was higher than the total group average. This omen inputting

s rvariance on sessions produced the most signifi-
tine ass also faster n the average for any of the four sessions. Me-
call that the analysiI
cant results, indicating a training effect (the fastest session was the
la*t one, the fourth; and the mean was 324.27)..

- Many'subjects complained that'autocompletion was confusing and dif-
ficult to understand. This confusion may have` led to the high air=
sense and wide variance seen in the autocompletion data. It would seem
that aut000mpletion is a useful tool only for a sophisticated user.

Error Corrector

The computer spelling error corrector was impressive to watch in
actiodt it came up with correct'hypotheses in most cases (i.e., a hypoth-
esis acceptable to the user) and decreased errors by 11% from typing
without the error corrector. Yet the practical value (less than .5'
fewer mistakes per message) does-not seem valuable. The error correc-
tor should probably be considered only if.operatianal use of a tactical
inputting system shows a disturbingly large number of typing and spelling
errors.



ciiion to use English was not aspopular as tbe option to use
HIS (see.lrableS)d, The English option ayes wind sost,often.uhere the

...cods:and English definAtionLvere most dissimilar. In inputting the
':.'Velciedrace cadre (2,7*Routtimp, P:m.Prio440T. I TmeediateLamd.Z

Plash)...f00 exanpls, t Vith.auseqcompletion eisidkteerpeesretrer
i. This wn6Opelrity asy,b4 bediasesiamvi*glilds reqa4zed any intim chazic-

,Ierlikto'be typed, on Vle.averige; than the code And aleo'regdipdscre*
thimactersVonniquely'identify the item.- All 4Phigliath option ikproblebiy

eat very useful, Particuiarly.wi.th veil-delignod,-usafrientird co40*-

r - 'A

cammusroms 4;7 ,

. 1

.Maori are r or use in.input tactical data because
they .fir to cause fewer inputting errors vi noticeably affect -.

ing input rate than theother methods examined in this. research.
ewer, to maximise the benefits of thy menus, specialattantion should
be given to the design of an operational senn4ased inputting ',Niguel,»

particularly the length of menus, the speed with which They can be dis-
rimed, and the manner in which it are selected from a hem.

Spelling correctors or autocompletiop should be coneddecid only

require such aids.
for experienced users and in operational settings that specifically

. '
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APPENDIX

(STATISTICAL SUMMARY TABLES

Table Am.1 contains the Analysis of variance summary table for
the errordital Table A-4 contains the means isd'error data foreach of

. thefbur variables and for each call.

Table A...2 Contains a summary of the analysis pf variance for time
dita* Federal outliers were found in the data,(t.g., some subjects had
never used a typewriter keyboard before and liteAlly had -to 'hunt .and
-peck" for each key). Eecause-the presence of outliers can unduly. in -_
fInencean analysiq of variance, a second analysis of var4momslwis' run
using logs of.the time score.- The results of the second analysis axe
.sympatized in Table A-3. Table A.. -, contains the means and time data
for each of the'four variables and for each cell.

DISCUSSION

Error Data

Message sets (M) are a significant source of variance as can be
seentin Tables A-I' and A -4.. Groups to and sessions. (S) are almose00--
wkat different. However, since the residual (or interaction) terwis
not significant and siUcethe experimental design is,a'Greco-Latin
square with within - subject measures, these factori do not affect the
spin conclusion concerning inputting methodi.

ri... Data

Use of the log transform to reduce the skew in' the time data re-
dbced the size of the residual term (Tables A-2 and a3). However, the
erdaring of the other terms remained approximately the *same. In both
analyses,' inputting methods (I) are not significant and sessions (S) are

` very.significant (p < .001).

A mistake in 'nuibering twermessagessut i short message. from set'4
into set 3 and a lot.sg message from &It 3 Into it 4. Therefore, message
set 3 is.about.,eight items too short and Message. set 4'is eight items
too long. This pro1ably accounts.for the difference in means between.
them' (see Table A-5). "

r".-frrs4, ti
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Table A-1

Analysis of Variance Table for Error.Data (32 Subjects)

Scums
of variation SS df MS

I

Seamen subjects

4004PB i01 \...

subjeote/grauPs
6. el

Mitbin subjects

Massage mists (M)
!matting methods (I)
Sessions (8)

,

8isiOn4
Subjects/groups e

2

Tow.4.1..:

)

114.38
281.51

34.20
.51.18

13.09
1.76

.. 102.09

.598.21

al

3
28

96

3

3''

3,

3

84

. 327

,

38.13
10-.05

. 11.40
17.06%
4.36
0.59
14;

.3:79*

9.34***
13.98***
3.57*

'-'0:48

* pt: .

Beep < .001.

t.

it



Table A-2

Analysis of variance Tabl, for Time Data (32 Subjects)

Somice '

of variatior.

Between subjects

Groups (G)
Subjects/groups e1

Within subjects

Massage sets4(M)
ting methods (I)

Sass oils

Besidual '

Subjects/groups e2

Total

SS df ( MS

31,

314557.95 3 104852.65 4.86**
603568.31 28 21556.01

96

87759.42 3 29253.14 12.23***
6631.30 . 3 2210.43 .92

789543.52 3 263181.17 109.92***
41975.21 3 - 13991:74 5.85**

200989.96 84 . 2392.74 ''

2045025.66 127

** p < .01.
***v<'.061.

SO
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Table A3

Analysis of Variance Table for Logs of lime Mita (32 SubjicZs)

SOU/ea
of variation

Bet iean ubjects

Sub j

(G)
s/graePs

Within ubjects

e
1

Nes ge sets (M)
In tting methods (I)
;e1 sions (S)

idual .

objects /groups - e2

Total

SS df MS F

31

313915.66 .3 104638.55 4.22*
694914.81 28 24818.39

96

64248.09 3 21416.01 19.01***
1440.03 3 480.ta .22,

781955.53' t' 3 260651.84 121.81***
23799.95 3 7933.32 3.71*

179741.9 84 2139.8

2060015.97, 127

* p< .05.'
*e*p < .001.
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/ able A.4

Muni and Error Data for tour Variables at.ti for Each Cell

(G)

A

Sessions (S)
1 , 2 3

X 5,29 4.03 X 4.64 X 6.46

Lela 2,3 3,4 4,2

t4un tdme Inpattim mood Mean Mugs set Mean
,(1) ,

5.1 Typing 3.77 1 3.12

13 X 3.93 X 2.95 X 3.01 X 1,75 i 2.91 Typing with er-

ror corrector 3.36
2,2 1,4 4,3 3,1

4.16

N X 1.53 X a 2,79 x 3.59 X 2.85 Memo 2.64 3 2.95
,V 4

e

3,3 4,1. 1,2 2,4 is 219

D X 5,29 2.68 X 2.64 X 7 3.24 Typing with auto-

, - , completion 4.39 3.93
4,4 2,2 2,1 1,3 3141

Mean time 4.0 i 3.11 i 3.47 i 3.58

Mr=r.t

Ste first !Aber ia*the in tfiag method (I): 1 typing, 12 typing with error corrector,
3 menus, and 41° typing with autoccapletion. The second is the message set (X).

31
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Mu and Tim WI CiA koos4s) for Poet sod for Ito Cell

A

I 11`"irlte,

33

I

Sessions (Si

Grave. (G). 1 2 3 4 ti rtl method Nue IMese let Nue

A X 547.24 x 379.31 X 407.45 X 326.61 X 415.11 19184 369.05

1,11 2,3 3,4 4.2

II X 493.9 x 347.3 X 299.15 X 300.06 x 360.04. with K-
m corrector 397.01

. 2,2 01,4 4,,3 33

410.01 X 353.31 X 31,94 L. 312.6 351.97 Ws 396.52

'n1
3,3 . 4,1 1,2 . 244

673.4 468.5 442,31 la 357.74,
;'

4,4 2,2 2,1 1,3

4.01 .11 147 10.54

The first =bar is the inputting method (I): 1 Ilk

3 menus, and 4 t y p i n g vith a u t o c c u p l A t i o n. T h e - n o b l e i s t e eIssas set M.

175-50 .Ting with

la

estoompletion 413.13

1 400.73

2 405.24

3 361.55

4 435414

2 Virg with error

ft,

..:44-1".40,141wilwagfasawmaki taadaranaziaspLauA242:;4;za440te.v." -t,rr plioutvan.

fr
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